
Algorithmic Information Theory,
Free Will, and the Turing Test
“All theory is against the freedom of the will; all experience for it.”—Samuel Johnson

M any profound philosophical problems have their origin in pure mathemat-
ics, problems ranging from the nature and properties of infinity to the
limitations of mathematical proof and the meaning of truth itself. But few

developments in the history of mathematics have deeper and more diverse philo-
sophical ramifications than Gödel’s incompleteness theorem.

The discovery of Gödel’s theorem in the 1930s shook the mathematical world to
its core. Gödel’s work put an end to a half century or more of unsuccessful attempts
to build a firm theoretical foundation for mathematics. His theorem showed that
there are infinitely many statements in mathematics that are true but cannot be
proved [1, Chapter 2]. Chaitin [2, p. 61] notes that:

At the time of its discovery, Kurt Gödel’s incompleteness theorem was a great
shock and caused much uncertainty and depression among mathematicians
sensitive to foundational issues, since it seemed to pull the rug out from under
mathematical certainty, objectivity, and rigor. Also, its proof was considered
to be extremely difficult and recondite. With the passage of time the situation
has been reversed. A great many proofs of Gödel’s theorem are now known,
and the result is now considered easy to prove and almost obvious.

Chaitin goes on to describe his recent innovations that expand on Gödel’s work by
exploring its multifarious connections with other important areas of mathematics,
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Chaitin’s Algorithmic Information Theory shows that information is
conserved under formal mathematical operations and, equivalently, under
computer operations. This conservation law puts a new perspective on

many familiar problems related to artificial intelligence. For example, the
famous “Turing test” for artificial intelligence could be defeated by

simply asking for a new axiom in mathematics. Human mathematicians
are able to create axioms, but a computer program cannot do this

without violating information conservation. Creating new axioms and free
will are shown to be different aspects of the same phenomenon: the

creation of new information.
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particularly connections to the theory
of information. Chaitin’s development
of Algorithmic Information Theory
(AIT) has sharpened our understanding
of the meaning and significance of
Gödel’s theorem to the point that the
theorem that was once considered
extremely difficult to understand now
seems rather simple and obvious.
As Stewart put it [3]: “From Chaitin’s
viewpoint, Gödel’s proof takes a very
natural form: the theorems deducible
from an axiom system cannot contain
more information than the axioms
themselves do.”

T his simple insight has fundamen-
tal consequences for both math-
ematics and philosophy, yet it is

not widely known or appreciated. Al-
though it may seem obvious in retro-
spect, prior to the development of AIT it
was anything but obvious, even to the
most gifted mathematicians. Indeed,
the failure to anticipate this idea has
lead to a number of fundamental and
even embarrassing conceptual errors,
not the least by Hilbert and his distin-
guished colleagues in the early part of
this century in their brilliant but ulti-
mately futile effort to finish all of math-
ematics. In contrast, an appreciation of
the implications of this concept can
provide novel insight into a variety of
deep questions in philosophy, espe-
cially questions concerning the nature
of free will and the prospects for artifi-
cial intelligence as defined by Turing’s
famous test.

AIT and free will are deeply interre-
lated for a very simple reason: Informa-
tion is itself central to the problem of
free will. The basic problem concerning
the relation between AIT and free will
can be stated succinctly: Since the theo-
rems of mathematics cannot contain
more information than is contained in
the axioms used to derive those theo-
rems, it follows that no formal opera-
tion in mathematics (and equivalently,
no operation performed by a computer)
can create new information. In other
words, the quantity of information out-
put from any formal mathematical op-
eration or from any computer operation
is always less than or equal to the quan-

tity of information that was put in at the
beginning. Yet free will appears to cre-
ate new information in precisely the
manner that is forbidden to mathemat-
ics and to computers by AIT.

The nature of free will—the ability of
humans to make decisions and act on
those decisions—has been debated for
millennia. Many have disputed even the
very existence of free will. The idea that
human free will cannot oppose the de-
crees made by the gods or the three
Fates is a concept that underlies much
of Greek tragedy. Yet our entire moral
system and social structure (and, I would
venture to guess, every moral system and
social structure ever devised by human-
kind) are predicated on the existence of
free will. There would be no reason to
prosecute a criminal, discipline a child,
or applaud a work of genius if free will
did not exist. As Kant put it: “There is no
‘ought’ without a ‘can’ ” [4, p. 106].

The Newtonian revolution provided
an even stronger challenge to the con-
cept of free will than the Greek idea of
fate, which at least allowed free will to
the Fates or the gods. The Newtonian
universe was perfectly deterministic. It
was commonly described in terms of a
colossal clockwork mechanism that,
once it was wound up and set ticking,
would operate in a perfectly predictable
fashion for all time. In other words, as
Laplace famously noted, if you knew the
position and velocities of all the par-

ticles in a Newtonian universe, as well
as all the forces that act on those par-
ticles, then you could calculate the en-
tire future and the past of everything in
the universe.

If the past and the future were both
fixed (determined) in some sense, either
by a Newtonian determinism or by
some agency akin to what the Greeks

thought of as fate, or by any other
means, then free will would be no more
possible in living humans than it is in a
sculpture or painting; both would be
fixed and static, unchangeable, at least
in a four-dimensional sense. Of course,
a deterministic universe could produce
an illusion of free will. But for this dis-
cussion I am not interested in illusory
free will.

Around the beginning of the 20th
century, the development of quantum
mechanics seemed to provide a way out
of the Newtonian conundrum. The
physical universe was found to be ran-
dom rather than perfectly deterministic
in its detailed behavior. Thus although
the probability of the behavior of quan-
tum particles could still be calculated
deterministically, their actual behavior
could not. Physicists as prominent as
Sir Arthur Eddington argued that ran-
dom quantum phenomena could pro-
vide mechanisms that would allow the
operation of free will [4, p. 106].

Eddington’s ideas are not universally
held today. A perfectly random, quan-
tum universe no more allows free will
than does a perfectly deterministic one.
A “free will” whose decisions are deter-
mined by a random coin toss is just as
illusory as one that may appear to exist
in a deterministic universe.

Today AIT provides the latest, deep-
est, and perhaps the most fundamental
theoretical challenge ever to the con-

cept of free will. AIT appears to forbid
free will not just in a Newtonian uni-
verse, or in a quantum mechanical uni-
verse, but in every universe that can be
modeled with any mathematical theory
whatsoever. AIT forbids free will to
mathematics itself, and to any process
that is accurately modeled by math-
ematics, because AIT shows that formal

The basic problem concerning the relation between AIT and free will
can be stated succinctly: Since the theorems of mathematics cannot

contain more information than is contained in the axioms used to derive
those theorems, it follows that no formal operation in mathematics

(and equivalently, no operation performed by a computer) can
create new information.
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mathematics lacks the ability to create
new information. And as we shall see,
free will requires the ability to create in-
formation. The existence of free will

may place a strong constraint on the
nature of the physical universe and on
our ability to understand that universe.

To explore these ideas further we
will first need to examine a bit of infor-
mation theory. We will then touch on
some of the fundamental discoveries
from AIT, and finally we will discuss and
try to define what is meant by the term
“free will” in terms of the concepts de-
veloped in AIT.

The quantitative mathematical
theory of information was launched by
Claude Shannon at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in the 1940s. Shannon re-
alized that the fundamental unit of in-
formation measurement is the quantity
of information needed to decide be-
tween two alternatives. He named this
unit of information the “bit” (from Bi-
nary digIT). From this simple but de-
ceptively profound idea, much of the
rest of the quantitative theory of infor-
mation follows naturally. If one bit can
decide between two alternatives, then
two bits can decide among four alterna-
tives by first dividing the four alterna-
tives into two sets of two alternatives
each. One of the bits then decides be-
tween the two sets and the other one
between the two alternatives within the
selected set. Similarly, three bits can de-
cide among eight alternatives, and so

forth. Each additional bit doubles the
number of choices that can be made.

There is a simple, if somewhat naive,
procedure that allows us to calculate
the number of bits contained in any
given item of information. If the infor-
mation is already in the form of a num-
ber, then we simply express the number
in binary (base 2) notation. The quan-
tity of information (or number of bits)
contained in any number is simply the
number of binary digits needed to ex-
press that number.

If the information is not expressed
numerically, then we must first convert
it to a number and proceed as before. If
the information is expressed alphabeti-
cally, for example, then we can convert
it to a number using any one of a variety
of simple codes such as A=1, B=2, etc.
The standard computer codes, such as
ASCII, EBCDIC, and others, are stan-
dardized codes that are commonly used
for alphabetic-to-numeric conversions.
For a simple example, the following
lines give the familiar opening words of
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address converted
to a binary bit-string using the standard
ASCII code that assigns a string of eight
bits to each letter or punctuation mark:

010001100110111101110010011001010
1110011011000110110111101110010011
0010101100001011011100110010000100
0000111001101100101011101100110001
0110111001111001011001010110000101
1100100111001100100000011000010110
0111011011110110111101110101011100
1000100000011001100110000101110100
0110100001100101011100100111001101
1000100111001001101111011101010110
0111011010000111010001100110011011
1101110010011101000110100000100000
0111010101110000011011110110111001
1101000110100001101001011100110110
0011011011110110111001110100011010
0101101110011001010110111001110100
. . .

There are similar methods for con-
verting other types of information (for
example, pictorial or photographic in-
formation) to numerical values and
hence to bit strings. These techniques
are commonly used to transmit pictures
from spacecraft. The “photographs” re-
cently sent to Earth from the roving ve-

hicle on the planet Mars are a particu-
larly dramatic example of pictures that
have been transmitted in exactly this
fashion, as binary bit strings. Similar
techniques are also used in the newly
popular digital camera technology.

T he point here is that it is possible
to convert any given item of infor-
mation into a numerical value,

and it is then a simple matter to deter-
mine the number of bits contained in
that number. (This statement ignores a
few technical details from AIT. For ex-
ample, there is a slight “overhead” in-
volved because a bit string of length n
contains slightly more than n bits of in-
formation—basically the string includes
the information about the length of the
string (the value of n) as well as the con-
tent of the string itself. These and other
technicalities are of no great conse-
quence for the arguments presented
here.)

Although this algorithm for calculat-
ing the number of bits in any item of
information is simple and conceptually
useful, it has a very serious flaw that the
developers of AIT recognized. The criti-
cal problem is that not all bit strings of
a given length contain the same amount
of information. Some of them contain a
great deal more information than oth-
ers. The number of bits in a string is not,
by itself, an adequate definition of the
amount of information contained in the
string. For example (following Chaitin’s
discussion in [2, pp. 22–23]), consider a
bit string that has been defined by toss-
ing a coin a billion times and letting 1
stand for heads, 0 for tails. One example
of such a string might begin with the
following sequence:

10110000101110100010 . . .

Compare this string to another that
contains exactly the same number of
bits but consists of the sequence “10”
repeated a half-billion times:

101010101010101010101 . . .

Clearly there is far more information
contained in the first string than there is
in the second. The magnitude of the dif-
ference can perhaps best be appreci-

AIT appears to forbid free will
not just in a Newtonian universe,

or in a quantum mechanical
universe, but in every universe

that can be modeled with
any mathematical theory

whatsoever. AIT forbids free
will to mathematics itself, and

to any process that is
accurately modeled by

mathematics, because AIT
shows that formal mathematics

lacks the ability to create
new information.
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ated by realizing that virtually anyone
could easily write down the second bit
string in its entirety. In other words, the
paragraph above contains enough in-
formation to allow a person to construct
the entire string. But I have not given
enough information to produce the first
string in its entirety, even though I have
stated exactly how the sequence was
determined. Indeed, I have not given
enough information to write down even

a single additional digit of this se-
quence. The information contained in
this bit string cannot be expressed with
fewer bits than the string itself.

Algorithmic Information Theory is a
mathematical formalism that Chaitin
developed to provide a rigorous theo-
retical foundation for these ideas. AIT
provides a formal definition of the in-
formation content (or complexity, in
Chaitin’s phrase) of any bit string: The
information content of a bit string is de-
fined as the number of bits contained in
the shortest computer program that is
able to generate the string. (Again there
are a number of technical details, ques-
tions such as what sort of computer is
needed to run the defined computer
program, that need not concern us
here.)

In AIT, any bit string that can be cre-
ated by a computer program that con-
tains fewer bits than the string itself is
said to be compressible. Using this defi-
nition, AIT is able to establish a number
of fundamental results about the com-
pressibility of bit strings. For example, it
might seem, naively, that any bit string
could be compressed if one were simply
clever enough to invent the necessary
algorithm and write the corresponding
computer program. But this is not the

case. One of the fundamental results
from AIT is a proof that nearly all bit
strings cannot be compressed. They
cannot be “computed” using fewer bits
than the string itself [2, p. 15]. This
theorem is closely related to a theorem
by Alan Turing that showed that nearly
all numbers cannot be computed by a
computer program (the “uncomput-
able” numbers; see [1, Chapter 4]).

Another strange result from AIT is
that in most cases it is not possible to
determine whether a bit string is com-
pressible. If it happens that a bit string
is compressible, then that fact could be
demonstrated by constructing the nec-
essary compressing algorithm, the com-
puter program that will generate the
string. However, if a bit string is not
compressible (as nearly all bit strings
are not), then there is no way to prove
this fact, no way to determine that a com-
pressing algorithm does not exist [2, pp.
82–83].

Some bit strings are obviously com-
pressible, such as the string of repeated
10s above. Other cases are not nearly so
obvious. Consider the following bit
string, for example:

11.0010010000111111011010101000100
0100001011010001100001000110100110
0010011000110011000101000101110000
0001101110000011100110100010010100
1000000100100111000001000100010100
1100111110011000111010000000010000
0101110111110101001100011101100010
0111001101100100010010100010100101
0000010000111100110001110001101000
0000100110111011110111110010101000
1100110110011110011010011101001000
0110001101100110000001010110000101
0011011011111001001011111000101000
0110111010011111110000100110101011
0110101101101010100011100001001000
1011110010010000101101101010111011
0011000100101111001111110110001101
1110100010011000100001011101001101
0011000110111111011010110101100001
0111111111101011100101101101111010
0000001101011011111101101111011100
0111000011010111111101101011010100
0100110011111101001011010111010011
1110010010000010001011111000100101
1000111111110011001001001001010000
1100110010100011110110011100100010

1101100111101110000100000000001111
1001011100010100001011000111011111
1000001011001100011011010010010000
0110110000111000101010111010011100
1101001101001000101100011111110101
0001111110100100100110011110101111
1100000110110010101011101001000111
1011100101000111010110110010110000
1110001100010111100110101011000100
0001000010101010010101110111001111
0110101010010100100000111011100001
0010110100101100110110101100111000
0110000110101010011100100101010111
1001 . . .

This may appear at first glance to be
an entirely random string of 0s and 1s,
produced, say, by tossing a coin. After
careful consideration and perhaps
some unsuccessful attempts to develop
an algorithm to compress this string, we
might conclude that the string is incom-
pressible. However, those who are
adept with binary notation may recog-
nize the string as the beginning digits of
p expressed in binary. This bit string is
therefore highly compressible; it can be
completely specified by a simple algo-
rithm, just as the string 1010101010 . . .
given above could be specified. Perhaps
the simplest (although far from the
best) algorithm that could be used to
calculate this sequence of binary digits
uses Leibniz’s formula, expressed here
in decimal notation:

p = 4(1 1 1/3 + 1/5 1 1/7 + 1/9 1 . . .)

O ne might object that to write this
formula out in full would take as
many bits as in the full expansion

of p, an infinite number of bits. How-
ever, it takes a lot less than an infinite
amount of information to describe this
series in such a way that anyone (or a
computer program) could calculate as
many terms as you like, just as anyone
could write as many terms of the
10101010 . . . sequence as he or she
cares to. This is what is meant by
compressibility.

We should note that this was not ex-
actly a trivial problem: A couple of thou-
sand years passed between the discov-
ery of p and the development of com-
pressing algorithms such as this one.

In AIT, any bit string that can be
created by a computer program

that contains fewer bits than the
string itself is said to be
compressible. Using this

definition, AIT is able to establish
a number of fundamental results

about the compressibility of
bit strings.
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Using the AIT definition of the infor-
mation content of a bit string, it be-
comes almost a tautology to say that no
computer program and, equivalently,
no operation in mathematics, can gen-
erate information. If a computer pro-
gram is able to generate bit strings that

are longer than the program itself, then
the information in those strings is com-
pressible, by definition. The generated
strings would in fact contain nothing
more than the same information that is
contained in the original program but
expressed in a different and generally
less efficient fashion.

We need to be clear on what this
means. The operation of proving theo-
rems in mathematics cannot generate
new information, information that was
not contained in the axioms that were
used to begin the proof. But we might
wonder what the operation of proving
theorems has to do with more mundane
mathematical operations such as bal-
ancing checkbooks, calculating per-
centage profits, or generating bit strings
with computer programs. Proving theo-
rems in pure mathematics might seem
remote from such commonplace math-
ematical procedures and computer op-
erations. But this is a serious misappre-
hension of what arithmetic operations
(and computer operations) actually ac-
complish. Every operation in arithme-
tic, such as adding a column of num-
bers, is simply an abbreviated form of
the proof of a theorem. For example,
the simple sum:

6 + 5 + 3 = 14

is in fact a theorem that could be de-
rived from the five Peano axioms for
arithmetic. However, the derivation of
this theorem from the fundamental axi-
oms of arithmetic would be a lengthy

and tedious process. In a famous ex-
ample, Russell and Whitehead wrote
several massive tomes to develop the
proof that 1 + 1 = 2. To streamline this
process, many shortcuts have been de-
vised that simplify the work to the point
that most users of arithmetic and users

of other mathematical operations, in-
cluding computer programs, are un-
conscious of the underlying logical
structures with which they are working.

The key point here is that all opera-
tions in formal mathematics, including
the example shown here, involve the
derivation of theorems from axioms. It
therefore follows from AIT that none of
these operations can generate new in-
formation. Mathematical operations
can rearrange information, and they
commonly destroy information, but
they cannot create information. The in-
formation that is in mathematics is not
a nullity—mathematics contains a lot of
information. But all the information in
mathematics is contained in its axioms.
The axioms of a formal system repre-
sent information in an incompressible
form, because no axiom can be derived
from other axioms.

There is, therefore, a sort of conser-
vation law that underlies all formal op-

erations in mathematics, that the quan-
tity of information is at best conserved
(in the limit where none is discarded).
The consequences of this fundamental
idea are explored in AIT. As Chaitin put
it, one of the key goals of AIT is to show
that “if one has ten pounds of axioms

and a twenty-pound theorem, then that
theorem cannot be derived from those
axioms” [2, p. 62]. This idea is of abso-
lutely fundamental importance, per-
haps more important even than the
more familiar conservation laws from
physics such as the conservation of en-
ergy and momentum. It ought to be as
familiar and widely understood as those
conservation laws, but it is not, in large
part because it is so very new. It is in
fact closely related to the second law of
thermodynamics, that the entropy of a
closed system must increase or remain
constant. Information and entropy are
closely related, as Shannon discovered
(see the discussion in [5]).

Therefore, although we might ordi-
narily think that the number “14” in the
sum earlier represents new informa-
tion, according to AIT “14” is just a re-
arrangement of the information con-
tained in “6+5+3.” In fact, “14” contains
less information than “6+5+3,” because
those numbers cannot be derived un-
ambiguously from “14.” “6+5+3” has
been “compressed” into “14.” This ex-
ample is an illustration of the funda-
mental concept that nearly all opera-
tions in mathematics involve the de-
struction or discarding of information.

This may at first seem to be a strange
idea, that mathematics generally de-
stroys information, yet it is one of the
primary reasons that mathematics is
such a useful invention. Why do we
wish to destroy information? Because
without the ability to selectively destroy
or discard information, we would be
constantly overwhelmed, figuratively
even drowned, in floods of information.

To take a simple example, consider
the account books of a large corpora-
tion. If the only information we had
about the financial soundness of a cor-
poration were in the form of raw ac-
counting information (i.e., hundreds of
thousands of individual entries about

If a computer program is able to generate bit strings that are longer
than the program itself, then the information in those strings is

compressible, by definition. The generated strings would in fact contain
nothing more than the same information that is contained in the original

program but expressed in a different and generally less efficient fashion.

Why do we wish to destroy information? Because without the ability to
selectively destroy or discard information, we would be constantly
overwhelmed, figuratively even drowned, in floods of information.
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income and assets and expenses), then
we would seldom be able to determine
whether we should buy stock in the
company or call a bankruptcy lawyer.
But with a little arithmetic, we can add
the receivables and assets, and subtract
the expenses and come up with a
simple number that tells us whether the
company is (presently) financially
sound.

I n some situations we would not need
to do all of this arithmetic, or to de-
stroy any information. Suppose, for

example, that we knew that the com-
pany had a thousand receivables, all
greater than $1 million, and 500 ex-
penses, all less than $0.50. We would
not need to do any arithmetic at all to
realize that this particular company is
in reasonably sound financial shape.
And if we were in possession of a super-
human intellect, we might be able to
make a similar judgment with a casual
glance at a more realistic set of corpo-
rate books. But most human intellects
are not able to analyze information in
such quantities; we therefore need to
discard most of the information. The
fundamental secret of inspired math-
ematical practice lies in knowing what
information should be destroyed or dis-
carded, and what rearrangement of
available information will prove to be
most useful.

Some mathematical operations do
not destroy information, as addition
and subtraction do, but instead manage
to attain the limit of rearranging the in-
formation without loss, so that the out-
put of the mathematical operation con-
tains exactly the same amount of infor-
mation as was input. Examples include
matrix inversion, a technique that is
commonly used to find the solution to a
set of simultaneous linear equations,
and Fourier transforms, the mathemati-
cal equivalent of using a prism to split
white light into a spectrum or rainbow.
However, even in these cases where the
total amount of information has not
been reduced by the mathematical op-
eration, the user is frequently interested
in only a small portion of the informa-
tion that is produced. It is common to
discard all but a few of the coefficients

of the solution to the set of linear equa-
tions in the case of the matrix inversion,
or all but the largest spectral compo-
nents (i.e., the brightest colors) in a
Fourier transform. In this case, the dis-
carding of information is done by the
user rather than by the mathematical
algorithm, but the end result is the same.

An analogy might be useful here.
Operations in mathematics are pre-
cisely analogous to the function of the
lens in a slide projector. With the lens
properly in place, we see a sharp image
focused on the screen. If we remove the
lens, the light that then falls unfocused
on the screen contains exactly the same
information as the focused image, but
that information is arranged in a form
that is not directly useful to us. The
function of the projector lens is to re-
arrange the information into a form
that is most useful. (In fact, the lens per-
forms a mathematical operation on the
incoming light that can be expressed in

terms of two-dimensional Fourier
transforms.)

If you doubt that the unfocused im-
age actually contains all of the informa-
tion that is contained in the focused im-
age, then consider a simple thought
experiment. First, remove the projector
lens so that an unfocused image falls on
the projection screen. Then replace the
screen with a large lens, and place a sec-
ond screen at the appropriate focal dis-
tance for the new lens. The complete
focused image will now be projected
onto the second screen, thus establish-
ing that all the information in the fo-
cused image was present in the unfo-
cused light on the original screen.

Mathematics has precisely this prop-
erty (in a far more general sense) of be-
ing able to focus information, to re-
arrange information in ways that are
optimally useful. But neither the lens
nor the operations of mathematics can
create the information in the first place.

The projector lens has no ability to cre-
ate information: There is nothing in the
lens, by itself, that could possibly create
the information that is focused on the
screen. All of the information on the
screen is present in the light that falls
on the lens.

The analogy between the function of
the projector lens and the operations of
mathematics is sufficiently exact that it
can be carried even further. For ex-
ample, some of the information con-
tained in the light impinging on the lens
is lost to absorption and scattering
(stray reflections). So the focused image
actually contains less information than
the light that was incident on the lens.
Similarly, in many mathematical and
computer operations, information is
lost due to unavoidable errors such as
truncation and roundoff error. Seldom
does a mathematical operation fail to
lose at least some quantity of the input
information. And as with mathematical
operations in which the user discards
much of the output information, users
frequently discard much of the infor-
mation in a projected image.

What does the conservation of infor-
mation in mathematics have to do with
problems related to free will? To answer
this question we need to try to define
exactly what we mean by the term “free
will.” A complete definition is probably
beyond our present ability and knowl-
edge, but one of the critical compo-
nents of free will is the ability of con-
scious entities (ourselves) to make de-
cisions. And these decisions create new
information.

W e can illustrate this with a
simple example. Suppose that I
were to enter a restaurant, per-

haps one that I have never seen before,
and select an entree from the menu.
The process of making that menu selec-
tion is an example of the exercise of free
will that should be adequate for our
present arguments. The information
about which item I have selected from
the menu constitutes the new informa-
tion that has been generated by the pro-
cess of free will.

There is no question that this choice
constitutes actual information, because

What does the conservation of
information in mathematics have

to do with problems related
to free will?
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the fundamental unit of information
measurement is the quantity of infor-
mation that is needed to decide be-
tween alternatives. The only question,
then, is whether this is genuinely new
information, created on the spot. The
information certainly did not exist in
my conscious mind before I entered the
restaurant. I do not usually know in ad-
vance even what choices will be avail-
able on the menu. It therefore seems
that the information about the choice
that was made must be new informa-
tion that was created somehow by an
exercise of free will.

A s we noted above, if the informa-
tion about my menu choice
somehow existed before I “made”

the decision (if, for example, it existed
at the creation of the universe, as it
would in a Newtonian deterministic
universe), then the process of free will is
an illusion. And similarly if the decision
were made by some random process, a
quantum fluctuation or a coin toss, for
example, then free will is equally illu-
sory. A coin toss is simply not an ad-
equate model for what most people
would consider to be free will. For ex-
ample, when I read a restaurant menu,
I do not often make a choice by tossing
a coin. And if I did, I would toss the coin
by an act of will.

The very phrase “to make a deci-
sion” strongly suggests that the infor-
mation is created on the spot. I make a
decision as I would make a soufflé, and
the information contained in the deci-
sion does not exist before the decision is
made any more than the soufflé exists
before the eggs are beaten. Of course,
we know the recipe for making a soufflé.
In stark contrast, we have no idea what-
soever what physical process might be
involved in making a decision.

If we choose (by an act of free will)
not to accept this definition, that free
will entails the creation of information,
then we are left with the need to create
a satisfactory definition of free will. It
seems unlikely to me that it will be pos-
sible to create such a definition because
making decisions is really the essence of
free will, and those decisions constitute
information.

If, on the other hand, we do accept
this definition of free will, then an im-
mediate corollary from AIT is that no
combination of computer hardware and
software can exercise free will, because
no computer can create information.

There is perhaps no clearer demon-
stration of the ability of free will to cre-
ate new information than the fact that
mathematicians are able to devise/
invent/discover new axioms for math-
ematics. This is the one thing that a
computer cannot do. The new axioms
produced by mathematicians contain
new information, and they cannot be
derived from other axioms. If they
could, they would be theorems rather
than axioms.

This idea suggests a possible new ap-
proach to Turing’s famous test for arti-
ficial or machine intelligence. Briefly,
Turing suggested that if we wish to de-
termine whether a machine could be
said to possess intelligence, then we
should allow a competent human inves-
tigator to communicate with a human
being and the machine in question con-
cealed in separate rooms. The commu-
nication would be done through an
electronic medium such as a teletype,
or perhaps a local area network in more
modern jargon. If, after a suitable pe-
riod of interrogation, the investigator
was unable to determine which room
contains the machine and which room
contains the human, then according to
Turing’s criterion we might as well con-
clude that the machine is at least
equally as intelligent as the human in
the other room. (See the discussions
in [6, pp. 597–600, 7, pp. 415–418].)

But now it would seem that we have
a simple way to defeat the Turing test.
We simply ask the inhabitants of both
rooms to construct a new mathematical
axiom. The one that succeeds cannot be
the machine.

According to Chaitin (private com-
munication, 1998), his theorem applies
here only if there are some restrictions
on the computer program involved. It
does not apply “if the program can toss
a coin (which gives it a small chance of
producing new axioms at random) or if
the program has access to an immense
database from a rich (i.e., complicated)

environment. It only applies to an iso-
lated, completely deterministic pro-
gram.” These do not seem to be unduly
restrictive limitations—most of the at-
tempts to defeat the Turing test within
the artificial intelligence community
have been done with isolated, com-
pletely deterministic programs, and I
am not aware of any computer that has
ever been built with a coin tosser (i.e., a
genuine random number generator).

There may be some practical diffi-
culties involved in actually implement-
ing this scheme. In the first place, there
are only a few dozens of axioms pres-
ently known in all of mathematics, and
Euclid alone was responsible for 20 of
them. This suggests that creating an
axiom is an extremely difficult task, one
that exceeds the ability of nearly all
mathematicians. More seriously, in per-
forming this test one would have to be
certain that the person who pro-
grammed the machine being used in
the test had not himself devised a new
axiom and programmed it into the
computer being tested.

But these are mere quibbles. The es-
sence of the Turing test is to try to find
out whether there exists some task that
human beings are able to perform and
that computers are not, some task that
could be used to distinguish between
them. The important thing here is that
we have apparently identified such a
task, however difficult it may be—
the creation or discovery of mathemati-
cal axioms. And we have established
that the creation of such axioms is iden-
tical at some level to the exercise of

There is perhaps no clearer
demonstration of the ability of

free will to create new
information than the fact that

mathematicians are able to
devise/invent/discover new

axioms for mathematics. This is
the one thing that a computer

cannot do. The new axioms
produced by mathematicians
contain new information, and
they cannot be derived from

other axioms.
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free will—both entail the
creation of information.

In his discussion of
the Turing test, Turing
actually suggested that it
might be possible to cre-
ate a machine that could
“produce more ideas
than those with which it
had been fed” [7, p. 417], a rare mistake
on Turing’s part. (This point is echoed
more recently by Hofstadter, who refers
to “ . . . a subroutine that stamps out
axioms . . . ” [6, p. 471].) But it is hard to
fault Turing for not anticipating the
next 50 years of developments in infor-
mation theory. Rather, it is fascinating
to note that he had the insight to rec-
ognize one of the critical, almost defin-
ing properties of an intelligent entity,
the ability to create new information.

Although this Turing test argument
bears some similarity to the arguments
against artificial intelligence put forth
by Lucas (see [6, pp. 471–479]), it has
the critical difference that it is based
on Chaitin’s Algorithmic Information
Theory rather than on Gödel’s theorem.
AIT introduces the essential and novel
concept of information conservation
under formal mathematical operations.
Using this conservation principle, we
can bypass Lucas’ essential process of
“jumping out” of a formal system to
recognize the “truth” of an unprovable
statement, a step that has received the
brunt of the criticism of Lucas’ work
(see the discussion in [6, pp. 471–479]).

I nstead of “jumping out” of a system,
this argument merely poses a re-
quest to the subjects of a Turing test,

and it is a request with which no com-
puter can comply. This simple require-
ment, to devise a novel mathematical
axiom, produces an interesting philo-
sophical cleft stick: If we assume that a
human mind can create information,
then in principle that mind will have no
difficulty in principle in complying with
the (admittedly difficult) request. A hu-
man subject would be able produce the
new axiom by generating new informa-
tion through an act of free will. This
would establish that a human mind is es-
sentially different from a computer, that

it is not “a computer made of meat,” in
Minsky’s memorable phrase, and that
all computers must fail the Turing test.

The other side of the cleft stick
would postulate that the human mind
can do no better than the computer be-
cause both are formal algorithmic sys-
tems at some level (and that therefore
Turing’s test can always be passed by a
machine of sufficient sophistication).
This argument runs afoul of the clear
historical fact that human mathemati-
cians have produced axioms, Euclid
alone devising 20 of them. Perhaps
most familiarly in recent history, Cantor
produced his famous “continuum hy-
pothesis.” Admittedly, Cantor believed
that it was a theorem. It required a half
century of hard work to show that the
continuum hypothesis was indepen-
dent of the other axioms of set theory.

How would you go about program-
ming a computer to match Cantor’s
achievement of devising the continuum
hypothesis without building the hy-
pothesis into the program itself?
Chaitin’s work establishes that this is
impossible, that no such program can
be written. Therefore, a program that
simulates Georg Cantor (or Euclid) can-
not exist.

Recasting the argument over artifi-
cial intelligence into a matter of a fun-
damental conservation principle (the
conservation of information under for-
mal mathematical operations) provides
an entirely new level of insight, not at all
unlike the insight provided by the de-
velopment of the idea of conservation
of energy in thermodynamic systems in
the last century. Before the conserva-
tion of energy was established, a variety
of ingenious perpetual motion ma-
chines had been proposed that were
generally based on complex combina-
tions of mechanical and thermal de-
vices. All of these devices were shown to

be nonfunctional with
the discovery of the first
and second laws of ther-
modynamics. Similar
complex systems are pro-
posed today (e.g., by [8])
using the argument that
consciousness and free
will are “emergent prop-

erties” of sufficiently complex formal al-
gorithmic systems. But these arguments
fail for the same reason—no system, no
matter how complex, can contravene a
fundamental conservation law.

N ote that a computer that pos-
sesses a genuine random number
generator, one that exploits

quantum uncertainty or the thermal
voltage fluctuations in a resistor, for ex-
ample, would get around the immediate
difficulty by rendering Chaitin’s theo-
rem inapplicable. But I tend to agree
with Cohen and Stewart that “the expla-
nation [of consciousness or free will] by
quantum effects is simply the wrong
kind of explanation” [8, p. 215]. I would
certainly hate to be the one to have to
figure out how to program a computer
to generate the continuum hypothesis,
for example, even if the computer pos-
sesses such a random number genera-
tor. Perhaps Chaitin’s other restriction,
that the computer not have access to a
large, unstructured database, might al-
low a more appealing circumvention of
the information conservation problem.
That is, perhaps the human mind
should not be considered in isolation,
but only as an entity that is in constant
sensory communication with an exter-
nal world. One factor that makes this
possibility particularly appealing is the
fact that minds that are experimentally
disconnected from such sensory input
for an extended period generally do not
function well. But these possibilities
raise a broad variety of questions that
extend far beyond the scope of this ar-
ticle. In the discussion here, I am as-
suming that computers are constructed
conventionally, that is, that they do not
possess unconventional equipment
such as coin tossers or sensory inputs.

At the time that Turing suggested his
famous test, it seemed exceedingly

A computer that possesses a genuine random number
generator, one that exploits quantum uncertainty or the

thermal voltage fluctuations in a resistor, for example, would
get around the immediate difficulty by rendering Chaitin’s

theorem inapplicable.
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strange to think that we might construct
machines that are as intelligent as hu-
man beings. Now, after we have had a
half century to get used to the idea, it
may seem even more strange to think
that we cannot. We appear to have
demonstrated that computers are inca-
pable of exercising free will (as well as
incapable of passing the Turing test), at
least according to this particular defini-
tion of free will, because they are inca-
pable of creating information. Comput-
ers are thus fundamentally different
from conscious human beings. Perhaps
this conclusion should not be too sur-
prising: In essence, it is little more than
a restatement of the old idea that free
will is impossible in a deterministic
universe because, of course, the behav-
ior of computer programs is perfectly
deterministic.

But there are deeper difficulties here
beyond the simple demonstration that
it is impossible for computers to exer-
cise free will. As we noted, it has long
been accepted that free will is impos-
sible in a Newtonian deterministic
universe. But now the impossibility is
seen to carry over into all possible
physical theories, not just Newtonian
theories, because it is inherent in math-
ematics itself. According to AIT, no
physical model (i.e., no mathematical
model for a physical process) can allow
the creation of information. In other
words, free will is impossible in any
physical universe whose behavior can
be accurately modeled by a computer
simulation.

Thus we seem to have arrived at the
apparently absurd conclusion that free
will does not exist, as some have ar-
gued. I have trouble accepting this ar-
gument; I am inclined to agree instead
with Samuel Johnson’s comment: “All
theory is against the freedom of the will;
all experience for it” (cited
in [4, p. 113]).

The argument that free
will does not exist because
we possess no theory that
allows it recalls a facetious
comment that was made
by one of my professors at
MIT. In discussing the cre-
ation of the Earth’s moon,

he noted that there were serious physi-
cal difficulties with every theory then
known for how the moon was originally
formed. He then commented that per-
haps the best theoretical explanation
for the moon was observational error—
the moon doesn’t actually exist.

The existence of free will is inextri-
cably bound with questions about con-
sciousness and existence itself. And the
one absolute certainty that exists in phi-
losophy, as Descartes realized, is the re-
ality of one’s own existence. It is not
possible to make any sense of the
phrase “I do not exist.”

But existence without both con-
sciousness and free will is equally prob-
lematic. In what sense would “I” exist if
I were never aware of that existence?
And how would “I” be conscious and
aware of my existence without the abil-
ity to contemplate my existence and the
will to do so? Thus to try to deny the
existence of free will seems to me to be
tantamount to trying to deny my own
existence.

And yet free will appears to be de-
nied to any physical system that can be
modeled by mathematics.

There appear to be only three pos-
sible options that would resolve this
difficulty:

1. Free will does not exist because all
physical processes can be modeled
by mathematics, and it is therefore
impossible for a physical process to
create information.

2. Free will exists, but it does not entail
the creation of information.

3. Free will exists, and it creates infor-
mation by physical processes that
cannot be modeled with formal
mathematics, perhaps processes
that entail some genuinely random
component.

Options 1 and 2 would seem to imply
that it is impossible for a mathemati-
cian to devise a new axiom (just as it is
impossible for a computer program to
do so). But many will regard option 3 as
even more preposterous than 1 or 2.
The possibility that physical processes
exist that cannot be modeled by math-
ematics may seem completely absurd,
an absolute negation of perhaps the
central idea in physics since the time of
Newton, if not Pythagoras. Yet in a
sense this is no more absurd than the
idea that mathematical problems exist
that cannot be solved, or that real num-
bers exist that cannot be expressed with
mathematics (Turing’s “uncomputable
numbers”; see [1, Chapter 4]). Both
of these ideas were once considered
wrong and even absurd or crazy.

We certainly do not have any proof
that all physical processes are suscep-
tible of modeling with mathematics, al-
though it is indisputable that a great
many of them are. The idea that all
physical processes can be modeled is an
assumption that is so deeply ingrained
in physics that it is seldom questioned,
seldom even noticed.

A bit of historical perspective may be
useful here. During the time of Pythago-
ras, mathematicians were shocked to
discover that certain numbers existed
that could not be expressed as the ratio
of two integers (which at that time was
the only way they knew to express a
number), or equivalently as the solution
to a linear equation with integer coeffi-
cients. By the late 1800s, mathemati-
cians had discovered that some num-
bers exist that cannot be expressed as
the solution to an equation of any or-
der, the transcendental numbers. But
the full limitations of mathematics were
plumbed by Alan Turing, who showed
that nearly all numbers cannot be ex-

pressed by any mathemati-
cal formula whatsoever
and, equivalently, that
nearly all numbers cannot
be calculated by any com-
puter program. If math-
ematics is too weak to even
express real numbers, why
should we continue to
think that it is powerful

Existence without both consciousness and free will is
equally problematic. In what sense would “I” exist if I

were never aware of that existence? And how would “I”
be conscious and aware of my existence without the ability
to contemplate my existence and the will to do so? Thus to

try to deny the existence of free will seems to me to be
tantamount to trying to deny my own existence.
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enough to model all physical processes?
Expressing a number would seem to be
a simpler task (and one that is more di-
rectly suited to mathematics) than
modeling a physical process.

History may be repeating itself here.
With cosmic hubris, mathematicians
once thought they could solve every
problem in mathematics. As Hilbert put
it: “Every definite mathematical prob-
lem must necessarily be susceptible of
an exact settlement . . . there is no such
thing as an unsolvable problem” [7, pp.
91–92]. But less than five years after Hil-
bert made these remarks, Gödel showed
that virtually every problem in math-
ematics cannot be solved.

With equal hubris, physicists as
prominent as Laplace once thought that
they understood all the laws of physics.
In the early 20th century, they had to

swallow the fact that their so-called
laws were merely good approximations.
But they then thought that the approxi-
mations could be improved without
limit. Some even thought that they were
again rapidly approaching the “final
theory” [9,10]. Perhaps it is time to con-
sider the possibility that nearly all prob-
lems in physics, as in mathematics, can-
not be solved, as well as the possibility
that physical behavior exists that is not
susceptible of mathematical modeling
at all.

Indeed, there is a particular three-
body problem that may provide an ex-
ample of a physical process that cannot
be modeled. I am not referring to the
notorious three-body orbital problem,
which has no closed-form solution but
is susceptible to modeling by numerical
integration. The more difficult problem
involves the elastic collision of three
bodies. As Stewart put it, “ . . . as far
as the Laws of Motion go, such a colli-
sion might as well be the end of the uni-
verse, for there is no way to predict how
the system will behave afterwards” [11,
p. 208]. Of course, we do not live in a
Newtonian universe, yet this example
might be just the tip of a large iceberg,
an example of what may turn out to be
a predominant and pervasive phenom-
enon, a physical process that cannot be
modeled with mathematics. Free will
may be a second example of such a phe-
nomenon. The action of mathemati-
cians in devising new axioms may pro-
vide a third.

It may be that physicists since the
time of Newton have been exercising a
careful (but generally unconscious) se-
lection process. Physicists may have
studied only those physical processes
that happen to be susceptible of math-
ematical modeling. This would immedi-
ately explain the reason behind Eugene
Wigner’s famous remark about the “un-
reasonable effectiveness of mathemat-
ics.” But if it should turn out that many
physical processes are not susceptible
to mathematical modeling, just as
nearly all numbers cannot be expressed
with any mathematical formula, this
would represent as deep a shock to
physics as Gödel’s theorem was to
mathematics, and one that is far greater
than the shock that resulted from the
loss of Newtonian determinism when
quantum mechanics was developed or
the loss of Euclidean geometry when
general relativity was discovered.

The possibility that phenomena exist
that cannot be modeled with math-
ematics may throw an interesting light
on Weinberg’s famous comment: “The
more the universe seems comprehen-
sible, the more it seems pointless.” It
might turn out that only that portion of
the universe that happens to be com-
prehensible is also pointless.

The existence of free will and the as-
sociated ability of mathematicians to
devise new axioms strongly suggest that
the ability of both physics and math-
ematics to model the physical universe
may be more sharply limited than
anyone has believed since the time of
Newton.
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